
The HTML Crash Course
(created especially with WordPress Users in mind)
This is an introduction to basic HTML especially for WordPress users.

What the heck is HTML?
I’ve moved from one house to another many, many times. Moving house with my parents was 
a very different experience compared to how my husband and I do it. When my mother 
packed up our belongings, she put them all in neatly labeled cardboard packing boxes, so 
that when they were taken to the new house, they could be put in the right room immediately. 
My husband has more of a ‘mystery box’ technique. He doesn’t label anything. While trying to 
“find the essentials” is a fun game of trying to recognize which boxes we packed last, it’s 
nowhere near as efficient as the way my parents worked.

HTML is the way we organize our content for our 
website, putting it neatly into boxes, correctly labeling 
them, so that everything stays well organized and 
manageable. 

We use HTML to label what type of content  the 
different sections of text are, such as headings 
and paragraphs. Think of each section as a 
cardboard box. The main heading of every page 
goes into one box. All the paragraphs go into 
another box. And all the lists are organized into a 
separate box. And on it goes. 

This is absolutely vital, because the program you 
use to see web pages - your ‘web browser’ - is 
completely dependent on you using HTML 
correctly. Otherwise, it doesn’t recognize what 
it’s looking at, and goes on strike in protest (i.e. 
your site breaks).

So how do you label the boxes?
When I was a little kid, all the products at the corner store had price tags stuck to them, rather 
than just barcodes. And the staff would walk around with price tagging guns, hunting for yet-
to-be tagged items. In HTML, we call the label we stick on a section of content a ‘tag’. So 
when you use HTML, it’s a lot like walking around with a price tagging gun, making sure 
everything is correctly labelled.



How do you write a HTML Tag?
HTML tags need to be written in a specific way. We use special brackets so that our web 
browsers can identify what the tags are, and keep the actual symbols and letters that they 
use, hidden from the general public. And the browser needs to be able to keep the boxes 
separate, and know if one box is contained in a bigger box. It basically needs to know where 
the beginning of each ‘section’ is, and where each section ends.

So, we need to use an ‘opening tag’ and a ‘closing tag’ for almost every label. You can think of 
it as being like how you write on both the front and the back of the box, so you can tell what’s 
in it from either side. Or, you can imagine that you have to ‘open’ the box to see its contents, 
and then ‘close’ it again.

Let’s look at a short example of HTML code. The opening tags look like this:

<tag>

And the closing tags look the same, except they start with a backslash like this:

</tag>

Here’s the example:
<html>

<body>

<h1> My First Heading </h1>

<p> My first paragraph. </p>

<p> My <strong>second</strong> paragraph. </p>

<p> My final paragraph. </p>

</body>

</html>

Which Tags go where?
In the code above, everything in in a box labeled HTML (see the opening tag and the 
beginning, and the closing tag doesn’t appear until at the very end). And then there’s another 
big box called Body which stays open until just before the closing HTML tag. You don’t have 
to worry about HTML and Body tags though, because WordPress adds all that, and more, 
automatically. (In fact, if you try to add them in the WordPress HTML editor, you could get 
weird and unpleasant results!)

No, we’re only concerned with the formatting tags, and they’re much less daunting to figure 
out. Lets take a look at the ones you’ll be using the most often.



The Paragraph Tag
To create a paragraph, start with <p> and end with </p>

<p>This is a paragraph. A paragraph can be made up of many sentences, 
or just a single line. When you hit enter in WordPress, you 
automatically create a new paragraph.</p> 

The Heading Tags 
To create a main heading, start with <h1> and end with </h1>. 

Heading 1, otherwise known as h1, is the highest (most important) level heading, like the 
main heading on a page. Subheadings should get progressively smaller. The first subheading 
level is h2. A ‘sub-sub-heading’ would be h3. This continues down the hierarchy of importance 
down to h6. For example:

 Heading 1
 Heading 2
 Heading 3
 Heading 4
 Heading 5
 HEADING 6

Note: The way your headings look depends on the CSS code that your theme uses. HTML only labels the 
content. CSS controls how the content looks. So, don’t add any code to the heading tags that will bold, italicize, 
underline, or change the size or color of the heading. It makes it hellishly time-consuming to modify.

You’ll mainly be using h2 and h3 in your formatting. Your WordPress theme will most likely 
make the Post Title or Page Title a h1 tag automatically, with no interference from you.

It’s really easy to remember the heading tags, because it’s simple the letter h for ‘heading’ 
plus the number of the ‘heading level’.

<h1>Heading 1</h1>
<h2>Heading 2</h2>
<h3>Heading 3</h3>
<h4>Heading 4</h4>
<h5>Heading 5</h5>
<h6>Heading 6</h6>



The Emphasis Tags: Bold, Italics and Underline
To bold text, start with <strong> and end with </strong>

<strong>This text is bold</strong>

This tells the browser (and in particular screen reading browsers for the visually impaired) that 
the text needs to be strongly emphasized, as in spoken strongly.

To italicize/emphasize text, start with <em> and end with </em>

<em>This text is emphasized</em>

This means ‘emphasize the words’.

Why you should use these tags instead of <b> and <i>

You can also use <b> for bold and <i> for italics but I prefer <strong> and <em> because 
screen readers (for hearing impaired users) may use a different inflection when they come 
across these tags to communicate the emphasis. Remember HTML should be used only to 
label content, not to try to make it visually look different.

If you want to underline text, don't. Underlining on a web page has come to represent a link, a 
whole link, and nothing but a link. If you underline something that isn't a link, your visitors will 
become frustrated. Your visitor will click it but it won't behave as they expect. So they may try 
clicking it again. And again. And that doesn’t put them in a very good mood. And people in 
bad moods don’t tend to like website owners much.

Don’t underline your links with the WordPress editor! This should be controlled by CSS only.

If you want to make your text a different color, don't. Either use bold or italics. If it's very 
important, perhaps it should be a subheading, or a block quotation. Using multi-colored text is  
one way to mess up a good theme with a harmonic color scheme. And it also makes it harder 
to fix up later - which is why colors should be left to CSS to handle as well.

If you want to highlight some text, don't, unless you really want to look like a hyped-up sales 
page. Use bold instead. It’s just as effective in strongly emphasizing test, it’s easier to read, 
and much more professional-looking.

Warning
Emphasize text with a great deal of care. If you emphasize everything, you effectively 
emphasize nothing - because nothing will end up standing out. Not only that, but large 
sections of bold or italic text are much harder to read. And if you underline a whole sentence 
or even an entire paragraph, if I catch you I’m going to slap you with a big wet fish. Seriously.



The Blockquote Tag
A block quotation (also known as a long quotation, pull quote, lift-out quote, call-out or extract) 
is a quotation  which is set off from the main text as a distinct paragraph (or block).

Normally it is indented and in some themes it may have a colored background or other 
decoration to make it stand out, like a quotation mark image. (But remember - we’re just 
labeling it here - we don’t use HTML to make it look different - that’s the job of CSS.)

Here is an example:

Start a block quotation with <blockquote> and end it with </blockquote>

<blockquote>This is a blockquote.</blockquote>

The Horizontal Line Tag
If you really need to use a horizontal line to divide portions of your content, then use this 
code:

<hr>

Hold your horses, honey!
Did you notice that this one both opens and closes itself within a single tag? That’s because 
you don’t actually label a section of text with a horizontal line. It stands alone.  Sometimes 
you’ll see it written as <hr /> which is also correct.

The way your horizontal line looks (color, thickness, solid/dashed, etc) is controlled by CSS. 
Thankfully, you’re not limited to it looking like a big ugly thick black line. At the very least, your 
CSS should be set up to give you a thin, light gray line that gracefully divides your page into 
sections.

Avoid using the underscore on your keyboard: _____________

If you use the underscore, or even worse, do this -------------------------------

...then I will come after you with a big wet fish. I’m forbidding you to do that to your otherwise-
beautiful content. 

And use your horizontal lines in moderation, where you have several distinct sections, like 
your FAQ page.



The List Tags
There are two types of lists. One is called an 'unordered list' because it uses bullets and the 
sequence isn't very important. 

• Apples
• Oranges
• Bananas
• Kiwi fruit
• Strawberries

The other is an 'ordered list' because it is numbered.

1. First step
2. Second step
3. Third step
4. Fourth step
5. Fifth and final step

An ordered list (numbered) starts with <ol> and ends with </ol>.

An unordered list (bullets) starts with <ul> and ends with </ul>.

Within both types of list, you have separate list items. Each list item starts with <li> and 
ends with a </li>.

Ordered List

<ol>
<li>List Item 1</li>
<li>List Item 2</li>
<li>List Item 3</li> 
<li>List Item 4</li> 
<li>List Item 5</li>
</ol>

Unordered List

<ul>
<li>List Item 1</li>
<li>List Item 2</li>
<li>List Item 3</li> 
<li>List Item 4</li> 
<li>List Item 5</li> 
</ul>



The Link Tag
The most basic code for creating a link is:

<a href="http://website-you-want-to-link-to.com">
Text that you want linked
</a>

Be sure to include the http:// at the 
beginning of the address, and the 
straight quotes (not curly/smart quotes) 
around the address.

To remember the href, you can use 
this mnemonic device:

Hippos 
Really 
Enjoy 
Flowers

You can go one step further and add a title to the link. This is a 
description of what the link is, and depending on which browser 
you use, it may pop up when you hold your mouse cursor over the 
link.

<a href="http://trishacupra.com/" title="A really unique geek">
Trisha Cupra</a>

But what about Email links?
An email link looks like this: 

<a href="mailto:someone@example.com">

However, it’s a really bad idea to put your email address on any website, including your own, 
like this. Why? Because some horrible nerdy people with nothing better to do have invented 
robotic programs that scour the Internet for email addresses, and ‘harvests’ them for spam 
mailing lists. So, if you put your email address out there unprotected, you’ll likely get 
boatloads of spam flooding into your Inbox.

It’s much better to use a contact form on your site, and to disguise your email address with 
more complex techniques.

http://website-you-want-to-link-to.com
http://website-you-want-to-link-to.com
http://trishacupra.com
http://trishacupra.com
mailto:someone@example.com?Subject=Hello%20again
mailto:someone@example.com?Subject=Hello%20again


The Image Tag
To add an image, you need to know the location of the image file on the Internet. You may 
have an image hosted on a service like Flickr or Skitch, or you may have uploaded it yourself 
using the WordPress Visual Editor.

If you type the location of your image into your browser's address bar the same way you 
would a website's address, you'll see your image appear.

The most basic code for adding an image is:

<img src="http://your-images-location.com/your-image.jpg" />

Note: Depending on your image's file type, it could also be your-image.gif or your-image.png. If your 
image isn't in a JPG, GIF or PNG format, you'll need to convert it. That's a whole new story for another time. 

To remember img src, just remember that the code is simple image source with no vowels. 
Image source means the source of the image, as in where it's located on the Internet. And if 
you have eagle eyes, you’ll have noticed that there is no closing tag for the image tag, 
because it stands alone. It doesn’t surround a section of text, so there’s no need to close it, 
just like with the horizontal line tag.

But wait, there’s more...

That’s not all that you can include in the <img> tag, though it is the bare minimum. When you 
add images with the WordPress Visual Editor then look at the code for your images, you will 
see a bunch of extra stuff jammed in there as well.

Here’s an example which I’ve broken into lines, just so you can see each part clearly:

<img 
class="alignnone size-full wp-image-444" 
title="a sample image for a report" 
src="http://trishacupra.com/wp-content/uploads/sample.jpg" 
alt="report sample image" 
height="250" 
width="400" /> 

Class (sometimes ‘id’): This is a message for the CSS file. It says ‘I have some special 
instructions on how images in this class (or group) should look’. In this example, WordPress 
has automatically given the image a class concerning how it’s aligned (left/right/center, or in 
this case, none), how it’s the full-sized version, and it’s giving it a specific number of its own.

Title: Just like for a link tag, this a description of what the image is. 

Alt: This text serves as an alternative for the image, for browsers and screen readers that 
don’t show the image. Search engine robots look at this, too.

Height and Width: WordPress adds in the height and width so that the browser can reserve a 
spot on the page that’s the right size, while everything is loading up.

http://your-images-location.com/your-image.jpg
http://your-images-location.com/your-image.jpg
http://trishacupra.com/keola/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/hippos.jpg
http://trishacupra.com/keola/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/hippos.jpg


How much can you recognize now?
Now take a look at the following code, and see if you can understand what the tags mean:

<h1>Aliquam Tempus Viverra Pharetra Tempus Per Ridiculus Vehicula</h1>
<p>Commodo, maecenas eu suspendisse posuere morbi elit est commodo, aenean 
maecenas. Dis condimentum ut suspendisse senectus laoreet habitant, lectus faucibus 
laoreet bibendum donec faucibus dictumst sapien feugiat conubia, egestas aptent, 
orci sociis porta quisque fusce venenatis interdum curabitur elementum leo. 
<strong>Parturient vel placerat sollicitudin semper Cubilia</strong>, felis natoque 
<em>aliquam</em> condimentum pharetra quisque adipiscing vestibulum dapibus orci.
</p>
<ul>
<li>Penatibus porttitor netus odia</li>
<li>Habitant faucidus bibedum</li>
<li>Auctor ipsum adipiscing placerat</li>
<li>Macenas dis condimentum ut semper</li>
</ul>
<p>Nostra purus fusce parturient, semper, eget parturient <em>habitasse</em> 
nonummy justo, elit nec dui cursus vehicula ridiculus suspendisse mollis. Facilisis 
vehicula Cubilia porttitor netus, scelerisque eu odio.</p>
<blockquote><p>Faucibus lacus dapibus, habitant diam dolor malesuada tortor 
<em>natoque</em> mollis pharetra eleifend neque scelerisque aenean netus habitasse 
at luctus curae; nisl vestibulum enim. Diam <em>justo</em> vel magna pede nisi. 
Taciti pulvinar. Aenean. Viverra et ullamcorper aliquet porttitor sociis egestas 
ultrices justo ad maecenas fusce senectus eget in dolor <em>scelerisque</em> 
dapibus.</p></blockquote>
<hr>
<h2>Bibendum rhoncus pretium?</h2>
<p>Ornare per interdum faucibus gravida faucibus rhoncus tempor cubilia sociosqu. 
Imperdiet <em>fringilla</em> accumsan quam integer <strong>nascetur</strong> tortor 
nisi <strong>a</strong> lacinia massa integer elementum nostra lorem. Libero 
aliquam neque posuere pretium at libero convallis faucibus facilisis vulputate mi 
<a title="Cucumbum galores" href="http://trishacupra.com/">Interdum ipsum lacinia 
at Habitant</a> tellus, vehicula hendrerit hymenaeos. Integer massa parturient 
mauris penatibus. Purus Auctor nascetur montes at class nisl sociis. Porta semper 
placerat parturient. Sagittis placerat natoque laoreet mus <strong>phasellus
</strong> egestas potenti non nascetur.</p>
<ol>
<li>Odious sagitarius polenta cucubum</li>
<li>Herodia templer sadias juniper</li>
<li>Repiger pagola automing diam magna</li>
<li>Purus eget patriote donec tortle</li>
<li>Jemoron vulgaris mus non gravida</li>
</ol>
<img class="alignnone size-full wp-image-444" title="hippos" 
src="http://trishacupra.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/hippos.jpg" alt="hippos" 
height="225" width="300"> 
<p>Nullam ultrices accumsan elementum sodales mollis rutrum id nisl. Dis, mattis 
condimentum fames <strong>aenean</strong> sem arcu class. Semper adipiscing felis 
in. Class. Congue fusce. Mollis, netus condimentum Viverra magnis nulla risus 
tellus libero. Malesuada, justo consectetuer. Posuere in scelerisque habitant. Dui 
iaculis. Nibh eleifend eros congue sed volutpat magna. Tempor nisi dignissim nulla 
euismod vivamus.</p>

http://trishacupra.com
http://trishacupra.com
http://trishacupra.com/keola/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/hippos.jpg
http://trishacupra.com/keola/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/hippos.jpg


I bet you’re wondering how that would look
This is how that code looks in one specific WordPress theme:



A garden-variety 
Formatting Monster
While you have your WordPress training wheels still on, you’ll run into 
a few monsters along the way. The monsters don’t normally mean 
you any harm.

Once you understand what makes them tick, they’ll become your new furry 
friends, rather than a huge source of frustration. Here is one of the 
formatting monsters that make you go Grrrrrrrr...

“Why can’t I put my text on the next line – it creates a new 
paragraph instead?!”
This is a jolly frustrating problem. All you want to do is press Enter and start a new line, but 
you get a whole new paragraph instead. So why does this happen, and how can we get 
around it?

WordPress is actually doing a great job when it creates a new paragraph automatically for 
you. And not only does it interpret an Enter as a new paragraph in the Visual Editor, but a 
WordPress setting makes the line breaks in the HTML Editor also turn into paragraphs. It’s a 
great time-saver - imagine having to add <p> to the start of every single paragraph, not to 
mention all the </p> tags at the end of each paragraph. It would drive you bonkers.

But what about when you don’t want a whole new paragraph? What if you want the write your 
address, for instance, like this:

Mr Furry Monster
28 Strawberry Lane
Green Hills, UM
Shreikland 07734

But what you actually got was:

Mr Furry Monster

28 Strawberry Lane

Green Hills, UM

Shreikland 07734

So, what’s the trick? It’s actually very, very simple. Instead of hitting the Enter key, 
press Shift and Enter at the same time. You’ll get a soft line break instead.

And the HTML tag for a line break like this is simply <br>



Questions
If you have any questions, you can contact me by email at:

me@trishacupra.com

You can find out more about me at:

http://www.trishacupra.com/about

And be sure to find out...

What could make 46% of your Website’s visitors leave before reading your content?

http://www.trishacupra.com/46-websites-visitors-leave-reading-content

mailto:me@trishacupra.com?subject=Question%20about%20Basic%20HTML
mailto:me@trishacupra.com?subject=Question%20about%20Basic%20HTML
mailto:me@trishacupra.com?subject=Question%20about%20Basic%20HTML
mailto:me@trishacupra.com?subject=Question%20about%20Basic%20HTML
http://www.facebook.com/trishacupra
http://www.facebook.com/trishacupra
http://www.facebook.com/trishacupra
http://www.facebook.com/trishacupra

